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ABSTRACT

This thesis examines the role of canadian school. psychologists

based on a description of their daily activities. A national sanple of
practising school psychologists responded to a questionnaire measuring

certain demographic characteristics, descriptions of their current job

functions, as weìl as perceptions of their training. The main focus of

the investigation aimed at providing an objective listing of current job

functions, with the school psychologists recording their activities on a

specific school day. Results indicated that shool psychologists in
Canada appear to spend the largest amount of time on the assessment

process and on consultation activities. Denographic characteristics
were analyzed to determine effects on both job functions and perceptions

of training. Finally, various recomnendations are suggested for
training and for future research in Canada.
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AN INVESTIGATION OF THE DAILY ACTIVITIES

OF CANADIAN SCHOOL PSYCHOLOGISTS

Purpose

Irrhat do canadian school psychologists actually do all day? The

purpose of this study is to investigate the role of Canadian school

psychologists based on a description of their daily activities. Such a

list of daily job activlties would provide the basis for a more

objective description of the actual role of the canadian school

psychologist, in contrast to the ideal role model that general¡y arlses

from the school psychology literature. At the same time, training
lmplicatlons are suggested by both the Ìiterature review and Canadian

school psychologists' perceptions of their own training.

Background of the problem

Role theory provides a framework, a conceptual language for
understanding and describing the problern. RoIe can be defined as "the

set of activities reguired of an individual occupying a partÍcular
positÍon" (Katz & Kahn, 1929, psychologists. ?ss). However, the school

psychologist is not an lndividual working in isolation, but is part of a

complex human organiation known as the educatÍonal system, a dynamic

organizatlon consisting of a network of individuals whose behavior

affects the roles of its members. Role theory takes a combined

sociological-psychological perspective, wherein the concept of role is
the basis upon which the human organlzation is constructed, and that

concept is a three part paradigm described by: 1) normative culture
patterns (the norms or rul.es inherent within the organizatlon), z) the
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expectations held by the people interacting within the organization, and

3) the actual behavior of the occupants of the role positions (Roos &

starke, 1981 ) . Thus, the organization is a structure of roles, or

clusters of activÍties, in which the structure consists of acts or

events rather than unchanging physical conponents (Katz & Kahn, 1928).

Ultimately, the structure of an organizatlon is contained in lts various

functions, the set of activities required of each role. However, those

activities occur within a broader, and largely glven context, a

situational context which forms the organizational antecedents of these

roles (Kahn et al., l98l), That context includes more than just

nornative culture patterns, but is extended to include other

organizationaL factors, such as the physical properties of the

environment, the structure of interrelatÍonships between persons

Ínvolved in the organization, and the enduring properties of the

individual (Kahn et al . , 1981 ) .

Roles give form to an organÍzation, but are not constant; in the

dynamic human organization, they develop through the continuing

processes lnvo.Lved 1n role enactment. Basically, the process is

conposed of a cyclic and ongoing seguence in which certain role
expectations or standards are communicated by the expectations of role
senders (the people interacting with the role participant), then these

expectations are perceived by the role receiver and translated by him

into role behavior (Katz & Kahn, 19zg). This process is itself shaped

by contextual factors. Thus, an understanding of a specific role
necessitates an awareness of its contextual influences and dynanic

interactions, so as to place it into a perspective that would explain
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how that role emerged and developed. Role can be described elther by

examining the present state of the model, or by inquiring into the

preferred state (Katz & Kahn, 1978), but the means for measuring whether

any change has taken place must consist of an lnvestigation of actuaL

funct i ons

The issue of rore definttion in schoor psychorogy has gradualry

developed over the past several years, properled partially by outer

forces a.ltering the generic educational system in which the school.

psychologist works. At the same time, the school psychotogist,s role
has al.so been altered by changing expectations of those peopre who

interact with the psychologlst within this system. General economic

restraint requires school psychologists to justify their existence in
the schools (Bowser, lggz), while at the same time, government

legislatlon has required organizational changes in the school systen to
accommodate the handicapped, who have been guaranteed a right to an

education (Kratochwill, 19g5). The psychologist's role has become

increasingly complex due to the increased need for speciarists in
various areas of exceptionality such as learning disabilities,
communication disorders, etc. (Hohenshil, 1925; Seaton, 1gZ5; Fenton et

af . , 7977; Hendrix, 1981 ; Murray & [rJa]rbrown, 1981 ; Timm, 19gz ) .

Mainstreaming has placed increased pressure onto the psychologist for
specific advlce which would provide practical help for the regular

crassroom teacher, not vague reports that lack relevance (Monroe, lgzg;
Ysseldyke, 1979). Such expectations for multiple role enactment create

role conflict and a possible lmpetus for direct change in the role

structure of the educational system. Further, and more fundamental to
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the school psychologist's basic role, the traditional assessment role,

and the tests used in this process, have been seriously criticized in
the literature (Brown, Ls77; $lallace & Larsen, 19?g; ysseldyke, 19?9),

although psychodiagnosls for classification purposes is still identified
as the psychologists' primary function (ttlinikur & Daniels, 19g2). A

common theme runs through the school psychotogy research (expressed nost

succinctly by Maggs & ttlhite, 19s2): the psychoJ.ogist is facing a new era

of professional accountability, in which assessment is no longer

acceptable as the rol,e raison d'être. Hayes and clair (192g) claim that
the traditional role is no longer tenable, that death of the profession

is imminent unless a nerrJ image and role are surfaced. However, before

accepting this opinion, it is important to investigate the current

status of the profession.

Significance of the problem

The theoretical significance of the issue surrounding role

definltion is refl.ected in the professionaL literature, which has

lncreasingly been dominated by discussions on the proper role of the

school psychologist (clark & Reynolds, 19g1; ysseldyke, 19gz; Bardon,

1982, 1983). However, such discussions, alnost excrusively Anerican,

may be based within a socio-cultural context that dlffers from that of

the canadian school psychologist, and therefore the model suggested by

the literature may be less reLevant for Canadians. .Also, many research

articles studied role definition solely on the basis of expectations and

perceptions, a method ¡{hich includes only one part of a comprehensive

study of role theory, and which may give a sonewhat distorted view of

the actual role and limlt the resulting picture of the school
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A more objective investigation of role model based on the

daiìy functions actually performed by school psychologists would add to

the current research, to provide a more theoretically conplete concept of

the school psychologlst's role. More important, actual actlvities are

the basic units of role theory (Katz & Kahn, 19?g), and as such, should

not be ignored.

An investigation into the role of the school psychologist would

have practical significance as well. Llterary discussions of an

exemplary school psychology practice do provide a nodel for school

psychologists in the fietd, communicating the kinds of services that

should be offered (ysseldyke, 1gzs), and providing a guide for
professional development efforts (sandoval & Lambert, 1g??).

Psychologists must keep abreast of recent research to improve their
everyday practice, and ultimatel.y to take control of their own

professional destiny (Grines, 19g1; Rosenfield, 1981). Finally, role

model investigations suggest training needs in graduate programs at

universities and direct a similar revision of certification
reguirements. Universities (and certification boards) should adapt to

changing trends within the profession by requiring coursework relevant to
the actual practice of schooì psychologists in the field. Research into

the role and function of school psychologists has significant value for
the professlon.
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Review of the Literature

Organizational Context

The deflnitlon of role - "a set of actlvities required of an

individual occupylng a particular posltion" (Katz & Kahn, 19zg) - can be

explained, according to role theory, in three conceptual parts:

organizatlonal context, expectations, and actuaL behavlor.

Organizational context refers to the partjcular position that role
occupies conceptually within the human organization, so that role is
indigenous to the position rather than to the person occupying that
roLe. (That ls, the person may change, but the rore endures.) That

position is influenced by both the socio-cultural background and the

situational factors, which interrelate to form a setting in which role
behavior takes place' Thus, the organizational context consists of the

norms or standards of the organization, its hierarchical structure, and

the physical environment, but can be extended to include the enduring

propertles of the individuat (Katz & Kahn, 19zg; Kahn et al., 19s1).

Norms or standards are not rore specific, but are accepted

organization-wide. For example, the school psychologistrs roLe is
shaped by the general goals and values of the profession, whether those

may be improving mental health in the school.s (Marol.do , lglz; cowen &

Lorion, 1976; oakland, 19?6), or improving the quality of instruction and

learnÍng (Maggs & Ílhite, 1982; Reilly, 19g4), or simply serving chirdren

and the schooling process as effectively as possible (Barbanel &

Hoffenberg-Rutman, lg74; ysseldyke, 1gs2). However, cul.tural norms are

but one of many factors invoLved Ín the definttion of a role.
In addition, properties of the organizational structure, such as
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the role participant's position within the network of interre.lated sets

of roles, aLso affects the content of his roLe. schoor psychol.ogists

¡nay occupy various types of role sets. Depending on the type of school.

divislon, psychologists may work alone (as the only nonteaching

speciaìist in the district), they may work as one nember of a team of

different specialists (including speech pathologist, social worker,

etc'), or they may work in a clinical setting wÍth a group of colleagues

(Fagan, 1981). previous theorlsts believed that the structural.

properties of any human organization are of such importance in providing

the context for role enactment within that organization that these

existing elements predetermine the content of tasks fn a given role, to

result 1n a fixed-role concept (Roos & starke, 19gl). Elements of the

organizational structure do have a powerful influence for change on the

individual' roles within that organization, but probably more appropriate

is an eclectic vÍew, 1n which organizational structure is one of nany

irnportant factors that combine to determine role.

organizational factors also include enduring background

characteristics of the Índividual (such as training), which influence

the content of role because these characteristics usually relate
directly to one's position in the authority hierarchy, and also because

the emphasis of these specific cultural influences affects how the role
and function 1s perceived by each psychotoglst. Training, whlch

Íncludes academic education, practical experience, and continuing

professionaL deveLopment (Engin & Johnson, 19g3), largely determines

both the nature of the services provided and the school psychologists'

competence (Ysseldyke, lgzB). For example, those trained by Education
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departments would probably stress the importance of instructionaL

intervention, while those who received clinical training might favour an

emphasis on mental health (Bardon , lgïz, 19g3). whether the

psychologist holds a Masters or a Doctoral degree could also influence

the kinds of duties involved (Meacham & peckham, 19zg; Kratochwill,

1985; Fisher et al., 1986), especially if it leads to a supervisory

position. Although some role theorists minimize the importance of
individual factors in changing a role (Katz & Kahn, 1928; Kahn et al.,
1981), trafning must be an inportant factor in role determination due to

its multifaceted effects as an Índividuar characteristic, cülturar
influence, and organizational property, aLL exerting influence on role
behavior. Thus, training is an inportant organizational factor to
conslder in any study of role behavior.

In the school psychology literature, the characteristics of the

settlng 1n which psychoJ.ogists work is an organizationaL variable that
receives considerable attention. For example, physical properties of
the environment, such as urban vs rural, may dictate role emphasis.

Compared to urban settings, those who work in rural school districts
apparently have a more diverse ro]e, spend less time in tradltional
assessment activities, and are more likely to engage in activities
involvlng them at the systems and conmunity levels (Hughes & clark,
1981). In addition, school psychologists working in ruraL settings have

special problems serving minority children due to isotation of schools,

and due to local biases and values (Gerkin, 1gg1). one environmental

factor, size, ralsed conflicting views of the research literature, ¡tith
one study suggesting that size of school district nay have little



relationship to role definition (Benson & Hughes, 19g5), while another

(Evans, 1979) found that reducing the ratio of pupils per psychologist

was a frequently recommended means of improving psychological services.

It seems clear that characteristics of the setting may impose

Iimitations on the kinds of services provided by the school

psychologist, and therefore must be included in any investigation of

their role.

Most research availabìe to Canadian school psychologists has been

conducted in the unlted states, which may provide a different social,

cultural, and J-egal context for psychologÍsts, one that may not be

generalizable to canadian school psychologists. However, canadian

research into the role of the school psychologist has been scarce. one

study (Schapira et al. , 1977) compared the trainÍng and practice of

school psychology in the u.S. and in ontario, canada. Results showed

that the role functions were very similar, providing some justification
for using American literature to study role mode]. However, this
research, limlted to only one province, may not be generalizable to the

whole of canadian school psychologists. Another (violato et al., 19g1)

investigated the general pubJ.lc's perceptlons of the role of school.

psychologists. While this study nay point out the need to educate the

general public about school psychology, it offers no useful information

about role model due to invalid sample selection procedures and lack of

evidence regarding the accuracy of the pubtic's perceptions. Since most

of the available research was carried out in the United States,nore

canadian studies are needed to confirm whether the role model presented

by American literature actually exists in Canada.
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Expec tat i ons

rn addition to organizational factors, the definition of role
alludes to another major concept in role theory when it descrlbes "the

set of activities required of an individual", (Katz & Kahn, lgzg),
suggesting that some forces are exerting pressure on the indlvidual.
These influential forces consist of role expectations; that is, the

other members of the organization in which the person belongs form

expectations, develop beliefs and attitudes about what the role
participant should do, and subsequently require these activities of the

role participant (Katz & Kahn, 19?g). Thus, the role of the school

psychologist is often described on the basls of information provlded by

the members of his role set, the other professionals in the school

system - teachers and administrators.

Results of research since 1g?0 indÍcate that perceptions of

teachers and administrators were somewhat similar. Both vie¡.¡ed the

psychologists' major function as assessment and diagnosis of
individuals, although administrators wouLd prefer to employ a school

psychologist functioning primarily as a generalist, capable of
performing nany functlons (Kirschner, 1921; vance, 7g7l; Kaplan et al.,
7977; Lesiak & Lounsbury, 1977; Landau & Gerkin, 19?9). The ideal

school psychologist described by the adminlstrators functions in a

change agent role, a facilitator of personner and a major resource

person in providlng in-service training to staff members (Granowsky &

Davis , 7974; McBride & Morrow , rg77; carrorr et ar. , 19zs) , and serving

as lialson agent between schools and the community (Senft & CLair , t97Z;

Lesiak & Lounsbury, 7s77). Similar to the administrators, teachers also
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perceived the psychoJ.ogist as primarily a psychometrist and

diagnostician, but their perspective tended to be Iess broad. Teachers

often viewed the psychologist as a specialist Ín emotional rather than

academic problems (GiImore & chandy, 19?3; Kahr & Fine, 19?g; Dean,

1980; Bowen & DaLton, 1981), and highly favoured the psychorogist in a

consulting roJ.e ([{aters, 1973; Medway, 1g?5; Kahr & Flne, 197g), working

as the assessment and psychol.ogy expert on a multidisciplinary team

which directly serves the chjld (oaktand, 1926; t{inikur & Danie]s, 19g2;

Maher & Yoshida, 198s). Both suggested that psychorogists engage ln
more student counseling (Evans, 19?g; Bowen & Dalton, 1gg1; Hartshorne &

Johnson, 1985) ' Typicatly, teachers and administrators each preferred

the psychologist hetping in areas most closely related to their own job

function' Thus, these role senders - teachers and administrators - have

an important lnfluence on role defÍnition by conmunicating their
expectations to the school psychologist.

Although teachers and administrators night appear to be a rogical
popuìation to survey regarding the schooL psychologlst's role, role
theorists suggest that nenbers of a role set are often in disagreement

with respect to what a focal person should do (Katz & Kahn, 19zg); and,

as a result, problems exist that cause the accuracy of their reports to
be questioned' For example, administrators are often onJ.y peripherally

involved 1n most psychologists' activities, and thus ¡vould have Iimited
knowledge about the school psychologlstsr rol.e (sandoval & Lambert,

7977). Also, teachers have a response set desfgned to show preference

for psychological services ¡,¡hich do not intrude on their prerogatives

(Roberts' 1970; vance, rgTz; Ford & Migles, 19zg). Generarly, survey
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experts suggest that reports about others are 10 to 20% less accurate
than reports about the respondents, own behavior (sudman & Bradburn,
1983). In fact, teachers' perceptions of how psychorogists spend their
time were found to be rnaccurate when compared to the psychorogist,s
actual daily log (Roberts, 1970; DavÍs, lg77; Medway, lg77; Abel and
Burke' 198s). I,Ie cannot measure the behavior of the r¿_u participant
solely in terms of the perceptions of role senders, since their
perceptions are affected by the state of their interpersonal relations
with the rore participant and by the aspects of their own personarity,
which cause sone perceptual distortion. FinaJIy, this type of
population is dlfficult to define statisticatly. The researcher faces
two options: surveying every teacher and administrator, which includes
in the popuration many who have had no contact with a psychoroglst, or
choosing a blased population by allowing the psychologists to distribute
the questionnaire to their clients. (Medway, 1977, created a

particurarry biased group of participants by askíng 15 schoor psychorogy
interns to nominate teachers from those with whon they had contact
during their internship.) Thus, studies based on teachers, or
administrators' perceptions of psychological services tend to reflect
subjective opinions, bÍased by their own lndividual needs and amount of
contact ¡¡¡ith the psychologlst. Atthough teacher-administrator surveys
can give psychologists useful feedback about what services consumers
want, these surveys can only provide a description of thelr ideal. role
nodel for the school psychologist, which may be unrealistic. The

expectations of these rore senders have an important infruence on the
role of the school psychologist; however, by thenseLves expectations
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form an incomplete concept of roLe, and thus are inadequate. Further,

expectations of others have been thoroughly studied in the school

psychology literature, whlle additional research is needed in other

areas, such as actual behavlor.

The definitlon of role ("the set of activities reguired of an

indivldual occuping a particular position" (Ratz & Kahn, 19zg)

emphasfzes the importance of the individual role participant in the

determination of role behavior. Thus, the expectations of the

individual role participant are considerably important (Benson & Hughes,

1985), for he receives and interprets expectations sent by others, and

brings a set of his own attitudes and beliefs, values and expectations,

to the role. As role receiver, the participant not only receives the

role communication from others, but is motivated by that comnunlcation

in varying ways (both positiveì.y and negativery), and is, finarry, the

one who actually acts and behaves in the role (Katz & Kahn, 19zg).

rndeed, in choosing a population to survey regarding the role of the

school psychologist, recent research has often focused on the

perceptions of school psychologists thenselves. Such surveys of
psychologists consfstently agree that the nost time consuming function

of their job Ís assessment, although they would prefer to spend more

time 1n consultation activlties (Cook & Patterson, 1977; Bowen & DaIton,

1981; Lacayo et al., 1981; winikur & Daniels, 19g2; Eitet et aÌ., 19g4).

when psychologists' perceptions of role functions are compared to

teachers' and administrators' descriptions, psychologists tend to define

their role more narrowly (Fenn, rg77), probably because a heavy case

load restricts the time avallable for developing more diverse activities
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(Evans, 19?9). some role theorists believe that indivldual

characteristics are less important for shaping role than other

contextual factors or than expectations of others, especially as an

lmpetus for change (Katz & Kahn, 19?g; Kahn et al., 19g1). However, the

importance of the role receiver function interacts with specific
individual characterlstlcs, nagnifying the importance of the individual

role partfcipant. Thus, the school. psychologÍst is the most obJective

and accurate person to survey regarding hÍs own role description.

Although psychologists provide a more accurate and reaÌistic
picture of their role than teachers or administrators, difftculties
stlll exist with research that eLictts psychologists' percepttons and

expectations. One difficulty, sample selection, is a methodological

consideration. Many studies defined their popuration of schoor

psychologists by surveying national associations of school psychologists

(Meacham & Peckham, 1978; Lqcayo et aI., 19g1; Graden et al., 1984;

Kaulfam et al., 1984; Benson & Hughes, 19gb; copeland & Miller, 19gs;

Fisher et a1.., 1986). Less than haLf of all school psychologists are

members of the national association (Reschly, 19g4; Fagan, 19gz), and

therefore a sample based on such membership would not really represent

the population of interest.

National surveys often produced poor response rates, conpounding

the difficulty regarding representative data. Response rates of these

national surveys varfed from 19% (Meacham & peckham, 19zg) to 4s*

(Lacayo et ar., 1981). Better response rate (g4%) vuas found in one

natlonal survey (Davis , lg77), but the population was restrlcted to
speclal IGE schools in the u.s., with a small sample (50), ¡¿here
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telephone follow-up could be used. Some researchers faited to report

the response variable (schapira et al., 7977; Evans, 1g?9; Bowen &

Dalton, 1981; Winikur & Daniels, 1982). Representative natlonal surveys

are lmportant for producing general role descriptions. However, some of

the studfes 1n this Iiterature review used convenient, restricted, or

captive sanples (Giebink & Ringness, 19zo; Medway, rg77; carroll et al.,
1978; senf & senf, 1982; Eitet et al., 1984) which produced biased

results' Some researchers surveyed psychologists by personal interview
(Keogh et a1.., 19?s), or used case studies (Briggs, r9z3; Robinson et

af', 1985), which produced small samples with resulting timited
generalizability. one neglected to describe his sampling technigues

(Evans, 1979). These sample selection probìems do raise questions

regarding the validlty of the research results.

Other difficulties wlth surveys of school psychologists are more

basic to rol.e theory considerations. Expectations make up only one part

of a concept of role, yet are often used as the basis for research. In

the research llterature, surveys of school psychoJ.ogists too frequently

focused on perceptions and preferences, attempting to describe the role
nodel by asking respondents to rate job functions according to what they

would prefer to do, to express an opinion by rating the perceived

importance of their job functions (cook & patterson, lg77; schaplra et

aI., 7977; Meacham & peckham, 19zg; Evans, 1gz9; Benson & Hughes, 19g5;

Fisher et aI., 19s6). This method cast doubt on the accuracy of the

results, because such a rating scale distorts answers by the tendency of

responses to gravitate towards the medlan. similarly subJective, one

survey rank ordered the job functions accordtng to perceived importance
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(Meacham & Peckham, 19?g). Thus, atthough psychologists appear to be

the most inforned populatÍon to survey in seeking information about role
model ' a survey of their perceptlons and preferences tends to describe a

model of the ideal role that psychologists would like to fulfill, rather
than what is actually happenfng. Information on tdeal role, or the

preferred state of the system, mainly shows the neasure of satisfaction
or dissatisfactlon wtth the present role, rather than an accurate

description of the content of that ro]e. Role content would be better
described by more direct reporting methods.

Our definition states that role is the "set of activities required

of an individual occupying a particular position" (Katz & Kahn, lgzg),
identifying activities as the basic act or function that constitutes a

role. rf functions or activities are the basic components of role
nodel, the foundations upon ¡vhich the educationaJ organization is
structured, it is lmportant to flnd out what are the typical job

functions of the school psychologist. The functions described in the

literature are not actual activities performed, but are those preferred

or judged most importnat, suggesting a model of the ideal role of schoo_L

psychologists.

The literature indicates that these role functions can be descrlbed

under five maln headings: assessment, consultation, progran development,

counseJ-ing, and research (Murray & t{allbrown, 19g1). The ideal role
nodel' portrayed by the literature includes a broad, flexible assessnent

function, whÍch relies upon nultfple sources of information, including a

variety of tests, behavioral observations, and interviews with

sÍgnificant others (cook & patterson, 192?; Fagan, 19g1; ysseldyke,
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7982; scholl, 1g8s). Ideally, assessment practices should be directed

toward planning lnstructional interventions (Maggs & I{hite, 19gz;

Ysseldyke' 1978, 1982). Arthough most of their time is spent in
assessment, another activity, consultation, is sometimes described as

the most important function of the profession today (Brlggs, 1923; cook

& Patterson, 19zz). The school psychologist may serve as a consultant

1n a variety of ways (AIpert, rg77; Murray & t4lallbrown, 19g1; Fairchird,
1982), incLuding mental health consultation (Maroldo, l97z; cowen &

Lorion, 1976), organization development consultation (Illback & Maher,

1984), and behavíoral consultation (Gresham, 19gz; Robinson, 1ggs).

Program development is another area in which the psychologist can

serve the child, turning a broad general background of knowledge in
learning theory, child development, behavior disorders, behavior

modification, etc. into effective remedial and prescrfptive programs

(Murray & trlallbrown, 1991; Maggs & Í{hite, 1982). psychologists are in a

unique position to recognize and identify problens that may be reLated

to a particular school or a particular grade level, and to use thfs

knowledge on comnittees charged with recommending curriculum changes;

they can al.so be powerful advocates for the child in obtaining

approprÍate services (scholl, 1ggs). The psychologists can al.so become

involved in counseling individual students or devel.oping counseling

programs for groups of special needs students (Shellenberger & Couch,

1984; Hartshorne & Johnson, lgg5).

FÍnally, a vitar part of the psychorogistrs ror-e is research, for
the psychologist 1s the ideaL professlonal withln the school setting to

affect a linking of formal knowledge to educational practice (Miller,
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1978; Maggs & t{hite, 1982; stewart, 1984). The psychologlst can

identify specific unmet needs of the school and communlty, and generate

interest in research, as well as ensure that prescriptive programs are

based on current and proven practices. Thus, the research literature
descrlbes many diverse and complex functlons, which essentially describe

a model of the ldea] school psychologist, and which also provide the

content for further research surveys lnto the role of the school

psychol ogi st .

Actual Behavior

As stated prevlously, role can be defined partly by the given

context provided by organizatlonal factors, and partly by the

expectations of both others and the role participant himself. Finally,
role ls explained through the enactment of role behavior, which consists

of the specific actions of the lndividual. These functions, the set of

activÍties that describe the content of that role, are the essential

components for describing the actual behavior of the role participant.

Actual behavior shows the initiaL state of the system, and provides a

baseline against whjch future change can be measured (Katz & Kahn,

1981). Activities or functÍons also reveal. whether any change has taken

place, acting as the basic units for documenting change and developnent

in the role.

Despite numerous articles consisting of theoretical discussions of

role definition (Hayes & clair, 19zB; Miller, 1978; Maggs & Ífhite, 1982;

Ysseldyke, 1982; etc.), the research riterature has largely failed to

present an accurate descrlptlon of the school psychologists' role

because it has not focused on this basic concept of role. Most studjes
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investigated perceptions of ideal role, rather than actual role.
Research must provide a knowledge base describing the realíties of the

field, to ensure a balance between the'real'and'ideal' in school.

psychological services (conoley & Gutkin, 19g6). In the final analysis,

actual behavlor is the most defÍnltive component of the concept of rol.e.

What the school psychologist does, the actual daily functions or set of

activities, provides the basic descrlption of role.

Direct research into the functions of school psychologists is
needed. A direct method of descrlbing their activitles would be to

record actual tine spent on each activity. Time Ís inportant not only

because it can be objectively counted or tallled, but also because time

is an important concept in itself. How a person chooses to spend his

tine gives vaLuable corroborative information about values and

expectations, about what activlties are judged important enough to spend

time doing (capelle, 1929). rn addition, this information provides

insight lnto a source of role confLict, if a person spends little tíme

on those activities he values highly (Kahn et al., 19gr). prinarily,

however, neasuring tine spent on an activity is an objective method of

describing actual behaviors.

unfortunately, some surveys purported to describe the actual

functions of school psychologists, but fatled to use objective

nethodology. Instead, psychoìogists were asked to esti¡nate the amount

of time spent on generat Job functlons based organization their
perceptions of what they usually do, by retrospectively estimating

amount of time as a percent averaged over the week (Keogh et ar., lgzs;

cook & Patterson, T9TT; Hughes & clark, 19g1; Benson & Hughes, lggs).
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tdinnikur and Danlels (1982) used a forced-choice fornat, wherein

psychologists checked the category estimating amount of time spent on

each functlon. All of these methods are highly subjective, re].y on

retrospective judgements and general estinates, and ultimately produce a

distorted picture of the school psychologist's role. These studies

attempted to descrlbe actuaL role functions by means of opinions and

general estimates, which causes the accuracy of the results to be

questioned' More objective research methods are needed. One researcher

(Eitel, 1984) collected objective data usfng trained observers to record

the daily activities of psychologists in one school division, but this
sampJ-e was so small (11 psychologists) that it would be inappropriate to
generalize the results to other days, or to all school psychologists.

Lacayo, sherwood, and Morris (19g1) improved on the avallable

research by using an objective method while still maintaining the

national representation possible in a self-report survey of school

psychologists. Their study was obJective 1n that it requlred

psychoJ.ogists to record their activlties on a particular day (not a

rough estlmate generated over 'usua| weekly functions), which forced

the self-reporter to focus on factual data, and, preferably, to reduce

the recall factor by consulting a daily log or appointment book (Moser &

Kalton, 7974; Sudnan & Bradburn, 19gg). The day chosen was within the

past week' so that selectÍve menory was fess involved. AIso, the daily
actlvitles record consisted of already existfng occurrences, which left
little room for subjective judgements. ListÍng the actual tine spent on

each activlty In minutes, rather than as a percent, was a particularly
objective nethod. In addition, Lacayo and his associates produced a
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more comprehensive list of suggested actlvities, including various kjnds

of counseling and consul.tatíon, and including routine dalty functions

(such as driving or lunch), as weìI as an opportunity for respondents to

add categories not covered. Finally, Lacayo confirmed the

appropriateness of the activlties chosen by conducting a pilot study

çvhich included over 200 psychologists.

Although Lacayo and his associates produced an objective study of

the daily activlties of school psychologists, supplemental research is
needed to improve on a nunber of areas. First, research carried out in
the unlted states, a different social, economic, and cultural. setting,
nay not be generalizable to canadian school psychologists. Also, the

demographic items on the survey were limited, o¡nltting such important

variables as experience, certification, type of school district, and

admlnlstratlve position. More fundamental, Lacayo's Iiterature review

was extremely brief and provided no conceptual framework for the study

of role. It focused primarily on the need for representative research,

llniting the discussion of research on preferred role to five studies,

and missing some important lssues, such as the general goal to focus on

learning' As a result, classroom interventlon and program development

were omitted from the list of activities. The assessment-observation

actlvlties and consulting wlth other professionals, ¡,Jhich would give an

lndication of how broad a function the assessment process is, were also

not lncluded. As well, 'other office duties' were included in the

category rreport wrlting', making 1t lmposslble to separate assessment

activities from other actlvities, and thus confounding the results. The

Lacayo study neglected to lnquire ¡r¡hether the activities reported
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Comprised a typical day, creating uncertainty about the veracity of the

aggregate results. Finally, the introduction commented on the need for

information to suggest training needs in graduate programs, but the

authors asked no questlons in this area and made no trainlng suggestions

fn their discussion of the results. Supplemental research is needed to

investigate the daily actlvities of school psychologists, and to suggest

training methods.

Training Implicatlons

It is important to investigate perceptions of training in

conjunction with an lnvestigatlon of the daily Job functlons of school

psychologists, because job activities are often rerated to previous

training (Meacham & Peckham, 1978; Fisher et ar., 19g6). A revlew of

the lÍterature suggests possible inprovements in the content of training

programs to the universities who educate the school psychologists. Some

researchers concluded that nore training was required in specific areas,

such as neuropsychoJ.ogy (Hynd et al., 1980; cruickshank, 19gl), behavior

change techniques (Giebink & Ringness, 19?0; Miller, lg74; Robinson et

al., 1985), promoting the health and well-being of children

(shellenberger & couch, 1984), or teaching exceptjonal children (Keogh

et al-., 1975; Hayes & Clair, 1978; Cegalka, 1982). Many felt that

teacher traíning is essential to accomplish effective conmunication with

teachers (Keogh, 1975; Hayes & Cl.air, 19?8; ysseldyke, 19?B;

cruickshank, 1981; cegalka, 1982). These researchers favoured nore

speciaì.izatlon ln speciflc competencles that ¡uould be functlonal ln the

fleld. Grubb (1981) summed up thts viewpoint, stating that too nany

contenporary school psychologists were'overgeneral.ized generalists, .
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Other researchers (Meacham & Peckham, lgZB; Bevan, 1gg1; Trachtman,

1981) argued that too nuch specificity in training would be

lnappropriate, producing narrow specialists lacking an understanding of

psychology.

Discussions of tralning often focused on assessment, which is seen

as the subject most emphasized by training programs. Indeed, Genshaft

(1984) viewed assessment as the conceptual core of training that is

expected and even demanded by consumers of psychologicaL services.

However, training in assessment apparently still requires inprovement.

when asked to rate the quaJ.ity of their training, students and

practitioners perceived that they were trained best for assessnent, but

the quality was never rated higher than average-and the need for more

training was indicated (Graden et a1., 1gB4). other researchers have

stressed the need for additional training in special types of

assessnent, such as reading.assessment (Lewis, 1984), neurological

assessment , inf a¡rt arrd lrreschool assessment (Copeland and Mi I ler, 1g8S ) ,

and a particular need for training in the assessment of special

populatlons, such as the severely handicapped (Robinson, 1993; Forcade,

1984), and the hearing inpaired (Trott, 1984). A broader assessment

course was deslred, including psychoeducational assessment, prescriptive

program planning, and follow-up evaluations (Vance et al. , 1974;

Cegalka, 1982). other training recommendations incLuded the importance

of internship and practical experience (Giebink & Ringness, 1970;

&Ielninger, 19?1; copeland & Miller, 198s), and the need for school and

clinical students to view each others' different role conceptions (Tolor

& Erannigan, 1976). As weÌl, trainlng in applied research (fn
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cooperation with practitloners in the field), would benefit the school

system generally and also influence the schoolrs perception of the

school psychologist's role (stewart, 1984). universíties can use such

research results to better prepare their students by matching ideal

functions described in the literature with various training components

of their program, and by incorporating research recommendations into

their training requlrements.

Summary

The role of the school psychologist is defined by lts environmental

context, the expectations of significant others in the same

organization, the expectations of the role participant himself, and the

actual behavior of the roJ.e participant. All have an important

influence on role definition, with the context creating a given setting

for role behavior, and expectations shaping the enactment of that role

behavior. Essentially, the actual behavior of the role participant

conforms to certaln aspects of the given context, is translated from the

expectations, and finally becomes the content of that ro]e. The

activities involved in the actual behavior of the role participant thus

ultimately define the role and provide a basellne against which to

measure future role behavior, eventually documenting future change and

developnent of the role. In defining the role of the Canadian school

psychologlst, previous studies have often focused on expectations and

preferences, rather than on more factual infor¡nation. The psychologist

1s the nost knowledgeable person to ask for infornation about role, and

actual behavior is the fundanental unit for describing that role. rn

addition, information about which training programs are nost useful to
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school psychologists in the fiel.d can be valuable to school psychology

students and universities. Thus, thro main issues are the focus of this

study ' 1 . t¿Jhat are the actuat activlties of canadian school

psychologists in practice? z. How useful was the school psychologists'

training, and what area of training was given insufficient emphasis?

Further elaboratlon would find out whether the daily activities vary as

a function of certain background variables (such as training and

certification of the psychologist or characteristics of the

environmental context in which the psychologist works), and whether

perceptions of training are affected by the kind of trainjng a person

has received.

Method

Subj ects

The school psychologist was defined as that psychologist who has

chosen to work in the school. Psychologists were chosen as the target

population to elininate inaccuracies inherent with perceptions of

others. However, problems were encountered in surveying school

psychologists. First, the definition of a school psychologist is not

exclusive, since the population apparently varies consÍderabLy, r,¡ith

sone people who work as school psychologists coming from certification
or training ln areas other than formal school. psychology programs

(Meachan & Peckhan, 1978; Evans, 1929; Fisher et af., 1936). In an

effort to clarify that each respondent actually was working as a school

psychologist, respondents were asked to List their job title, as well as

infornation about their certlfication, tralning and experience.
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Second, it was difficult to obtain a list of the target population.

Many American surveys used members of school psychologist assoclations

as their population. In canada, it was found, this method wouLd not

produce a representative sample, since not alI provinces boast a local

association of school psychologists, and there is no Canadian national

association of school psychologists. some belong, instead, to the

American association, or to the Canadian association of psychologists in

general. Therefore, the individual school. divisions in Canada were used

as the medium for reaching the school psychologists in their employ.

Such a cluster type of sampling method ls useful when it is impractical

to compiJ.e an exhaustive list of the subjects in the target population

(Babbie, 1973). It was assumed that each school division could identify
their own school psychotogist. Questionnaires were mailed to 630 boards

of education in canada, including the lo provinces and the northern

territorles.

Unfortunately, a number of problems h¡ere encountered due to this

method of subject selection. Estimating the size of the survey

population was the first probtem encountered, due to the fact that large

urban school divisions typicalJ.y employ a number of school

psychologists, while smaller rural divisions often share one

psychologlst. Therefore, the number of questionnaires mailed (6g0) did

not necessarily equal the nunber of psychologists sampled. An attempt

r¡as nade to describe the population rnore fulty (Moser & Kalton, Lg74),

by asking each respondent to rist the nunber of school psychorogists

enployed by their schooL divislon. Another problem resúlted from each

schooL division receiving onJ.y one questionnaire: there was a
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possibllity that urban psychologists would be underrepresented, thus

creating a biased sample. This probìem was controlled by asking

respondents to report whether they were urban or rural. Finally,

sending only one questionnaire to each school division weighted the

possibilities in favour of the chief psychologist becoming the

respondent. Any bias resulting from this possibility was controlled by

asklng whether the respondent held an administrative position.

I ns trument

A research questionnaire (see Appendix) was designed according to

the recommendations in the literature regardlng important role functions

of the school psychologist (cook & patterson, 1977; schapira et al.,
7977; Evans, 1979; Lacayo et al., 1981; Murray & f{atlbrown, 19g1; etc.),
and following suggestions for constructing a brief, simple, and cleanly

designed questionnafre (Gay, 19g1; sudman & Bradburn, 19g3). The

questionnaire was divided into three sections, each serving a specific

function. The Demographics section hras designed to obtain a description

of the individual characteristics, training, and work setting of each

psychologist. A measure of the amount of tlme spent on each activity
was obtained in the second section, which entailed a description of one

day's work activities, simiÌar to the study by Lacayo, sherwood & Morris

(1981). The response spaces were divided lnto 15 minute intervals over

a nine hour day, to allow frexibirity for responses to be entered. A

suggested activity rist was provided which included 16 possible

actlvities, but psychologists were free to write in thelr own. The

activÍty l.Íst was sinilar to that of Lacayo et al. (1981), but with the

addition of the activities: assessment-observation, classroom
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intervention, program development, and consultation with other

specialists. In additlon, a sample activity list was attached to ensure

clarity of instructions. Final.Ly, in the four open-ended questions, the

psychologist ¡,qas requested to discuss the usefulness of his training,

and rvas allowed to express any opinions or perceptions not previously

covered by the structured questions. The questionnaire $ras validated by

personal interview with a sel.ected sample of 4 psychologists, who were

encouraged to nake conments concerning clarity of instructions,

recording procedures, and specific items. The questionnaire was then

revised accordingly.

Procedure

The questionnaire was nailed in conjunction with Dr. Riva Bartell's
research survey, as part of a package which included questionnaires to

school superintendents, principals, and teachers, as well as school

psychologists. The package was addressed to the "school psychologist',,

then mailed to 630 school boards across canada. A table of randon

numbers was used to randomly select the school boards that would be

surveyed. Mailing took place during the first part of May, to avoid

schooL holidays. The deadline for replies was listed as May 31,

although returns were accepted until the end of the school year. The

questionnaire was accompanied by a stamped return envelope and a cover

letter explalning the issue and its significance (see Appendix). on the

Daily Activities part of the survey, psychol.ogists were asked to

describe their job activities for yesterday (or the ]ast working day).

FinalÌy, to provide an indication of 
.r.¡hether 

the particular day chosen

might have affected the accuracy of the results, psychologists ¡vere
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asked if this Hras a typical day, and if not, to explaln.

Resul ts

Methodological Diff iculties

Returns

Using school divisions as the target for ¡nailing meant that the

potential sample slze was indefinite, because an unknown number of

school divisions had no school psychologist. As a resuìt, response rate

was difficult to determine. If the number mailed was used as a basis

for calculating return rate, 245 of the 630 questionnaires mailed were

returned' yielding a 39% return rate. However, response rate should be

based on net sample size, omitting those that could not be detivered

(Babbie, 1973)' A detalled analysis of the 108 btank returns revealed

that 81 (33%) stated "no school psychologist in this djvision" as the

reason for returning a blank questionnaire. Assuming that one third of

the total sampì.e was undeliverable, response would remain unchanged, at

39%' Twenty-two of the respondents gave no reason for the blank return,

and five others had various reasons for not conpleting the

questionnaire, lncluding: too time consuming, not a typical day, too

near the end of the schooJ year, and the questionnaire arrived after the

deadline. seven others excl.uded were either incomplete or were

completed by administrators who jndicated that the questionnaire was not

appropriate to their present job. Returns were accepted from alL those

who identified themselves as occupying the role of the psychologist in

their school divlsion, either by their Job tltle, education,

certification, or work experience. Finaìly, 130 questionnaires were
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deemed usable.

Sampling Method

rn an effort to estimate how thoroughìy this sanpling method

covered the total population of school psychologists, respondents were

asked to list the number of school psychologists in their division. 
_Of

the 147 who completed the denographics section of the questionnaire, Ss

indicated that there were 2 or more school psychologists in their

division. A total of 4s0 school psychologists worked in the school

divÍsions of the respondents, with the number per school division

varying from 1 to 55 psychologists, while, in other cases, as many as

six school divisions shared one psychologist. In estinating how

thoroughly this survey method samp].es school psychologists, it seems

appropriate to conclude that at least one third of the surveys were

redundant (that is, sent to school divisions that had no school

psychologist), while the others samples only abou:- g7% of the possible

population of schooJ. psychologists.

Typical Day

The question about typical day was intended to serve as an

lndication of the psychologists' perceptions of whether the day sampled

provided a reasonable estinate of their usual job functions. However,

while most of the respondents (?4 or b7%) indicated that this was a

typical day, thirty (23%) said it was not a typical day, and 26 (zo%)

gave no reply to the question. It seems that those s¡ho did not reply

nay simply have missed the question, due to its unobtrusive position on

the questionnaire, lmmediately under the diary of the day. Those who

gave a 'no'response were cl.osely exanined in an effort to explain why
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so many replied that this was not a typical day. Many (43%) indicated

that their job offered such variety that there was never a typical day,

þIhile others (26%) reported that the manner in which they organized

their time into large blocks of one job function on one day (ie. a whole

day of consultation while visiting a rural school., or a whole day of

writlng reports back at the office) resulted in never having a'typical'
day' A few (4%) suggested that the time of year (ie. more consultation

with parents near the end of the school year, or nore meetings

generally) could affect the functions performed on a particular day.

Some (138) did most of their report writing and some parent consultation

1n the evenings and on week-ends. The rest (14%) did perceive that day

to have ¡nore or less testing, driving, meetings, etc. than on a usual

day. Since only one person failed to give a reason for his 'no'

response, the above represents a fairly accurate description of those

respondents who stated that the day in question was not typfcal.

With only 57% of the respondents perceiving the day in question as

typical, confidence in the results is reduced. It might be prudent to

use only the results fron those psychologists who described their day as

typical, but this would greatly reduce the generalizability of the

resul.ts because of the smaller number remaining in the sample. A

declsion about whether to use the whole sample of 130 or whether to use

only the 74 who answered'Yes, this was a typical day', becomes a

trade-off between weakening the study by tncJ.uding aìl or ¡veakening the

results by using a snalLer number. From the reasons given by the'no'
respondents, it seems that nany of them regard their job as so varied

that there is no such thing as a typical day. Thus, it seems reasonabfe
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that, if many said there 1s never a typical day, perhaps that is typical

of the school psychologist's roIe, and the overall averaging of

activities will hide those atypical days. Based on this ratjonale, it
seems preferable to include in the study all 130 cases. Although the

school psychologists' job apparently offered much variety of function,

the overall aggregate of reported daily activities should give a

reasonably typical profile of how the school psychologists spend their

time .

The three groups of Typical Day responses ('yes', 'No', and'No

Response') were analyzed to deternine whether the groups varied as a

function of demographic variables, using chi square as a neasure of

significance. No signÍficant differences were found between the groups.

The three groups were further analyzed on the basis of the Daily

ActivitÍes, to determine whether they differed according to the

activities perforned on that day. Analysis of variance h¡as used to

determine significant interactions, and the scheffe test ¡vas then

conducted to identify which means were significant. In addition, the

Bartlett-Box F test was used to measure homogeneity of variance.

Resuìts showed significant differences between the groups on two

activities: the rNorgroup did no research (F(Z,IZ7) = 4.21,p <.0S) and

less testine (F(2,727) = 6.31 p = .01).

Because no differences were found on the demographic variables

using chi square, and because chi square tends to increase the

probability of finding chance significance, perhaps this no difference

result can be viewed with so¡ne confldence. on the other hand, chi

square may be unsuitable for use in makÍng concl.usions about a
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populatlon that may not be normal (trlelnberg & Goldberg, 19?9), so the

issue remains unresolved.

when Daily Activities were analyzed, the analysis of variance

showed signiffcance on the variable Research, but this is not a true

significance because the mean amount of time spent on research was very

small and almost all of the time involved was attributed to the small.est

group (No Responses (N=26) = 6.3 minutes; Yes (N=24) = .6 minutes; No

(N=30) = 0 minutes). Therefore, one cannot be sure that the

significance indicated by ANOVA is not a function of sample size

(Roscoe, 1975). Also, the varlances were not homogenious (Bartlett-Box

F = 73'66'p <.01), although the groups nay be large enough to negate

the effects of heterogeneity (walker, lgss). Little confidence can be

placed in this result.

However, on the Testing activÍty, the scheffe test confirmed

significance, and the variances were sufficiently homogenious. The 'No,

group did only half as nuch testing as the other two groups (No Response

= 124.8 min.; 'Yes' = 724.2 min.; 'No'= 63 min.). This seems to

suggest that this group answered'No'to the question, "was this a

typical day?" because they did ]ess testing on that day. However, this

assumption is not compatible with their comments, which suggested that

many of them belleved there is no typical day in their job. Therefore,

this statistically significant difference on the testing function uray

not have any real significance in practice. TherNorgroup may actually

do less testing, but this may have no bearing on their repLy to the

Typical Day question. If the significance is, lndeed, credible, 1t

wourd still be better to include the whole group in the study, rather
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than reduce the sample group to a very smarl slze, while acknowledging

that the results may underestimate the amount of testing typically

conducted by the sample group.

Dai lv Activi ties

Based on the 130 usable questionnaires, results were analyzed using

the aggregate mean to descrlbe the time spent on each activity. The

mean was used because mean time is more accurate than opinion scales, a

more powerful indicator than simple frequency counts, and the arithmetic

nean is more sensitive to any change in data values and more suitable

for ratio data than other measures of central tendency (Babbie, 19?3;

weinberg & Goldberg, 19?9; Gay, 1981). The actual daily functions of

the school psychologists r{ere examined according to the amount of time

spent on each activity, to provide objective data about which role

activities Canadian school psychologists chose to occupy their valuable

time. Table 1 shows the mean time in minutes on a given day over the

entire group for each activity. In addition, standard devÍations were

reported for each activity to give an indjcation of the variability of

time spent on each task within the sample of psychologists. The five

najor activities that occupy the psychologists' day are summarized in

Table 2, showing what percent of the day each occupied, to provide a

nore generalized conception of their role functions.

Insert Table 1 and Table 2 about here

Note that these data were computed for

only for those who reported participat

This was done in an attempt to provide

the entire survey as a ¡¿hole, not

ing in each lndividual activity.

a profile of the typical school
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TABLE I

Mean Tine Spent on Daily Activities

Activity Mean Time /Daya SDb

Assessment - Testing

Assessment - Reports

Assessment - Observation

Consul tat ion/Teachers

ConsuL tati onlSpeci al i sts

Cons u I tat i on,/Parents

CIass Intervention

Counselling Individual Students

Counselling Groups of Students

Research

Program Development

Conducting Inservices

Attending Inservices

Driving

Persona I

0ther

110

67

72

86

33

.>o

6

18

2

2

8

7

1

41

48

20

86

63

31

52

51

44

27

38

I

9

30

37

10

51

29

47

utiru in minutes on

bstandard deviation

a given day for the entire group (n = 130)
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TABLE 2

ComparÍson Summary

(Time spent on maJor activities

for Daily Activities

for present and simllar research)

Activity

Present Studya

M Minutes %/Day

Lacayo et al. , 1981b

M Minutes %/Day

Assessment

Consul tat i on

Other (Inservices, Intervention,
etc. )

Personal (Lunch, coffee)

Driving

Total s

189

157

64

48

42

500

38%

31%

73%

10%

8%

100%

794

159

57

50

29

489

39%

33%

72%

70%

6%

700%

an=
bn=

130

335
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psychoLogist's day on a national basis (Lacayo et aÌ., 19g1). The

proportlon of time spent on the five major activities in a simjlar study

by Lacayo, Sherwood, and Morrls (19g1) ls included in Table 2, based on

the mean time and percent of the day for each of the five major

actÍvities.

The five najor activities conducted by school psychologists

included assessment, consultatlon,'other' activities, pei.sotlal.

activities, and drivÍng. Assessnent activities consisted of testing,
writing reports, and naturalistic observation. School psychologists in

Canada appeared to spend the largest amount of tine (38%) on assessment

activities, Consultation activities included meeting with teachers,

consul.ting with other specialists, and interviews with parents.

consultation appeared to be a primary activity for the group of
psychologists, with the second highest amount of tine (31%) spent on

this function. A wide variety of 'other' activities (including

classroom intervention, counseling students, program development,

lnservices, and research) occupied 13% of the psychologist's time. Also

included in this category were additional activities such as university
teaching, locating prescriptive materials, preparation, committee-

meetings, working on summary statistlcs or budgets, as well as

correspondence and telephoning. Apparently school psychologists' time

for personar activities, suçh as runch or coffee breaks, was brief,
averaging less than an hour a day. Some psychologists spent their lunch

hours in neetings or drivÍng to another schoor. Finally, driving from

one educational. facility to another occupied a considerable portion of

the school psychologists'day. on the given day, the entire group of
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psychologÍsts surveyed spent an average of 42 minutes driving.

Contextual Factors

To determine whether contextual factors may interact to affect the

content and performance of role, the sample of school psychologists was

analyzed on the basis of several contextual factors, including

individual characteristics (education level, specialization in training,

and certification, etc.), and the physical properties of the

organization in which they work (size and type of school setting, and

type of job context). Background characteristics of the psychologists

who responded are presented in Table 3, listed according to frequency of

occurrance.

Insert Table 3 about here

The actual functions of the school psychologists were broken down

according to certain background characteristics suggested in the

literature review to see whether these background variables appeared to

have any effect on role function. Analysis of variance was used to

determine significance (p = <.05).

Data AnalVsis

Analysis of variance was chosen because it is a powerful technique

for examining the interactions of two or more variables, robust to

departures from nornality (Gay, 19gl), and thus is suitable for

anal'yzlng the resuLts of a survey with poor returns. If no differences

¡vere found, there would be no need to exanine the means further by other

statistical nethods, because it coutd be concluded that no difference

exists, except for randon error (Hopkins & A,nderson, 197s; Hopkins &



TABLE 3

Frequency of Background Characteristics (n=130)

39

Count Percent*
AGE

GENDER

-25
26-35
36-45
46-55

5S+

2

34
57
27
1

7%

26
44
27
I

59
77

45%
55

JOB TITLE Psychol ogi st
Coord i nator
Di rector
Senior Psychologist
Consul tant
Supervisor

75
23

9
I

7

6
2

loq

18
7

5
5
5
2Assistant Superintendent

EXPER I ENCE 0- 1

1- 5
6-10

77-20
2O+

.1

44
44
32

5

2%

34
34
25

4
EDUCATION Doctor

Master
26
85
18

20%
65
74

NUMBER OF PUPILS
Bache I or
- 5000
5000 - 10000

69
22

ÈdùJtñ

18
25

TYPE OF

SCHOOL SETTING

0000+
Rural
Suburban
SmaIL Town
Urban

48
15
.t,
28

37%
72
28
2)

TYPE OF

JOB CONTEXT
Al one
Team of
Team of

Professionals
40
44
45

37%
34
35Psvchol osi sts

ADMINISTRATIVE
POSITION HEI,D

No
YtjS

78
51

60%
39

SPEC IAL I ZAT I School Psychologist
Counsel ing
CL ini cal
Special Education
Development Psychoìogy
Administration
0ther

60
47
35
28

o

4
7

oaa

22
19
15

5
2

4
CERTIFICATI Teacher

Psycho logi s t
School Psychologist
Counse I i ng
Not Applicable
Other

b/
57
38
74

7

2

36%
31
20

8

4
,t

aPercents are based on those respondents who replied to the item.
blrtultipl" responses were given.
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GLass' 1978). ülhere a significant F value was found on the analysis of

variance, further a posteriori procedures for multipLe comparjsons (the

scheffe test) were conducted on those variables to identify which

differences among the means were significant (Hopkins & Anderson, 1923;

Roscoe, 1975). Since the Scheffe test is even nore conservative than

ANovA (Hopkins & Anderson, 1923), there should be llttle possibility of

finding significant values where none exist (Type r error). rn this
analysis, comparing the amount of time spent on each activity by

background could produce misleading results if the number of each group

is very small (as was the case in some areas of specialization, where,

for example, only one person listed research as his specialty). This

problem was overcome by combining all groups containing less than 1s

observations into one larger category, thus reducing the degree of

sanple error associated with small groups (Moser & Kalton, rg74; Benson

& Hughes' 1985). Using the.aggregate nean should also mask differences

between the individuals.

Another probJ.em existed with the unequaJ. sizes of the groups

created by the demographlc variabl.es. Unequal sample sizes could cause

heterogeneous variances, which would violate an important assumption of

anal.ysis of varlance (that of homogeneity of variances), and increase

the possibility of a Type I error (walker, 19gs). This problem was

controlled by the use of the Scheffe test, which is suitable for unequal

slzed samples' Since the Scheffe ls also insensitive to departures from

normality and homogeneity of variances (Hopkins & Anderson, 1923;

Roscoe, 1975; Gay, 1gz8), the use of the scheffe test a posteriori
guards against excessÍve Type I error (wal.ker, lggs), rn cases where
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the Scheffe test could not be applied (such as ln analysis with only two

groups), homogeneity of varlance ldas rneasured by means of the

Bartlett-Box F test (Kirk, 1968; Norusis, 1983), as an addjtional check.

However, in the case of the administrators, the group sizes were large

enough (more than 30) to make the effects of heterogeneity essentially

negligible (Weinberg & Goldberg, 1979; Walker, 19BS).

A further potentÍal difficulty was anticipated with the variables

Specialization and Certificatlon, because multiple responses were given,

naking the groups within these variables randomly interrelated, although

the categories thenselves were theoretically independent. However,

because no treatment was administered, and because group means (rather

than individual neans) were used for each activity in the anaJ.ysis, it
would seem that the effects of any possible nonindependence would be

negliglble (Peckham et al., 1969). Also, there was no overlap in the

certification categories of school psychologist and psychologist, with

none of the respondents llsting certification in both, so lack of

independence was reduced for that factor. Indeed, the results found no

significant interaction between the daily activities and Specialization

and certification, so a Type r error was avoided. However, it is
posslble that using ana].ysis of variance in this instance may have

decreased the power of the test (I{alker, 198b), increasing the

probability of finding no difference when in fact a differenc does

exi st .

significant differences were found for only three demographic

variables. The resul.ts show that those hotding an administrative

position did signÍficantly less testing, F(1,126) = 10.31,p < .001 On
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the other hand, adminstrators spent more time consulting with other

specialists than did psychologists who were not in an administrative

position,L(t,1261 = b.29, p ( .0s; and also spent the most time on

rotherr activities (such as budgets, telephoning, etc. ), E(t,126)
5.09' p < .05. Psychologists who ¡aorked in school divlsions with pupil

populations over 10,000 spent the most time consutting with other

speclalists, F(2,125) = g.?9, p < .0S; while driving took up

significantly more time jn rural areas, F(3,IZg) = 3.02; p < .0S.

As an additional check, type of school setting was reorganized into

two larger groups, combining Rural and small Town into one group

labelled 'Rural' and combining urban and suburban into one group

labelled 'Rural' . (This was done to determine whether the rather smalL

numbers in some groups, such as only ls in the suburban category, may

have confounded the results.) Then, type of school district was

analyzed by means of analysis of variance to determine whether the

disproportionately large number of rural psychologists in the smalL

group may have affected the activities reported. Results simlLar to
prevlous analysis were obtained, wjth significant effects on the

variabLes consu.l.tation and driving. In addition, results now suggest

that the'other'variable was significantly affected (F(1,12b) = 4.98,

p < .05), with rural psychologlsts participating in Less other

activities (such as teaching, budgets, correspondence, etc.).
Perceptions of Training

Perceptions of training are

percent of respondents who rated

to 5 to describe how adequate it

listed in Table 4, which shows the

their training by using a scale from 1

was.
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Insert Table 4 about here

When asked to comment on the value of thelr training in preparing them

for thelr current job functions, psychologists generally gravitated

toward the median response, with 24% stating that their training was

less adequate, 31% rating it as adequate, and 33% rating their training

as nore adequtae. Few took the extreme position, as only 6% thought

their training was very adequate, whire 4% thought it was not at a]l
adequate. Perceptions of training were then compared to demographic

information to determine whether training backgroundmight have an effect
on the psychologists' perception of their training, using analysis of

variance, at the p = < .0s level of significance. Again, the scheffe

test was used to contro-l for unequal group sizes. No significant
differences u¡ere found for certification, area of specialization, nor

level of education. Table s shows the subject matter named by the

respondents as the most useful part of their training, showing the

percent cited for each. school psychologists most frequently listed
training in testlne Gz%) as the most useful part of their training.

Also, nany (24%) thought that practicums were most useful, while others

(8%) nentioned training in counsellng skitls. Irlhen askea to identify
areas that were given Ínsufficient emphasis in training, a wide variety

of subjects were suggested. Table 6 shows the subject natter listed by

the school psychologists in $rhich there rr¡as not enough emphasis in their
trainlng.
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TABLE 4

Perceptions of Training

Training Adequate?

Not at all adequate

Less adequate

Adequate

More adequate

Very adequate

(No response)

TOTAL

Frequency

5

31

40

43

I

3

130

Per Cent

4%

24%

o1a

ODÙ

6%

2%

1 00%
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Inset Tables 5 and 6 about here

According to those surveyed, not enough emphasis was placed on

counseling (19%), program planning (zz%),and school systems (10%). A

variety of other suggestions were made for training, including more

emphasis on diagnosis of learning problems, practicums, testing,

education, diagnosis of abnormality, mental illness, and behavior

management. some psychologists commented that more training in
counseling young chlLdren and adolescents was needed, as well as more

training in the application of test data.

Discussion

Methodoloeical Df f f iculties

The return rate (39%) is much lower than the recommended rate of

50% to 70% (Babbie, 1973; Gay, 1981), but is not dissimilar to national

surveys in the U.S., where the majority of returns were 1n the 30 to 40%

range. Generally, it is more difficult to obtain membership J.ists and

ensure returns with a national sruvey (Babbie, 1923). poor returns may

have been partially caused by the difficulty in identifying the

population of school psychologists, and the cluster sampling technique

subsequently used. However, the cluster technique was useful for

identifying a national sampre of school psychologists, and its use

does not invalidatethe methods of statistical anaJ.ysis used. For

statistical purposes, the cluster sampling nethod enployed in this study

is suf f icient to al.low anaJ.ysis of the results, although the concl.usions

nay be rveakened (Babbie, 19?3; Winberg & Goldberg, 19?9). Low

returns may also have been partially caused by respondents viewing the
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TABLE 5

Most Useful Part of Training

Subj ect Frequencya per Cent

Testing

Practicum

Other (Administration, research, etc

Counselling & Consultation

Behavior Management

Clinical

Diagnosis of Ab¡lormality

Diagnosis of Learning

Program PJanning

Total

59

34

15

11

6

5

4

4

3

147

42%

a Âv

77%

où

4%

oùoô

Òv

où

2%

loo%

an = 123 (Multiple responses were given.)
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TABLE 6

Not Enough Enphasis in Training

Subj ect Frequencya Per Cent

Program Planning

Counselling

0ther

School Systems & Organizational psychology

Diagnosis of Learning

Testing

Pract i cum

Educat i on

Mentaì I L l.ness

Diagnosis of Abnormality

Behavior Management

Educational Psychology

Personality Testing

Prepare Inservices

Practical Infornation

Tota l

27

23

13

72

7

6

6

5

4

4

4

3

3

3

3

723

22%

19%

77".ó

10%

6%

Èù

Ëù

4%

Dol

Dol

¡Jq

aô

av

aql

¿ã

I 00%

an = 112 (Muttiple responses were given. )
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ly activities list as too time consuning, since a large nunber (about

returned blank and partially compteted questionnaires.

The Iow returns affected not only the confidence placed in the

results, but the small sample that resulted caused difficuìties when an

attempt was made to divide it lnto groups for analysis. Thus, highly

stringent methods of data analysis were used, to avoid making

overgenerlaizations fro¡n a snall sample. This meant that sone effects

of the background variables were probabJ.y not detected. However, in any

survey research, some compronise must be found between maximizing the

information obtained and allowing for the Iimitations of the sample

selected. simllarly, the lack of consensus over whether this was a

typical day increased the need to substantiate the present findings

through broader population sampling. However, these difficulties do not

nean that the entlre research project should be abandoned. Instead, it
does seem better to use the data with caution, recognizing the

limitations, but aLso recognizing that flawed results are better than no

results at all (Sudman & Bradburn, 1983).

DaiIv Activities

The results of the daily activities analysis are very sÍmilar to

the Anerican research. For exampì.e, Lacayo et al. (1ggl) reported that

assessment was the main activity for American school psychologists, with

39% of the day spent in assessment, while Canadian schooL psychologists

occupied 38% of the day with assessment. However, canadian school

psychoJ.ogists spent little time on the observalton functlon, which would

indicate a less broad focus for assessment than that depicted by the

llterature's ldeal role moder. one must concLude that, if this sample
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can be vier{¡ed as representative of canadian school psychologists,

canadian psychologists are largely preoccupied with assessment

activitles, in keeping with the traditional model of school psychology.

The consultation activity was similarly congruent with the Lacayo

et al. (1981) results, with consultation ranking second on the list of
important activities. One might infer that those activitjes which

consume the most time are the most centrally important to the role, and,

if not, too nuch time spent on less inportant job functlons wourd

produce confl.ict and role dissatlsfaction (Kahn et al., 19s1). The

rother' category of activities consumed a considerable amount of tine
when added together, but, taken indlvidually, none of these activities
occupied nuch of the psychologists' day. unfortunately, drivÍng - a

mundane chore that would obviousty be ]ow in priority on any J.ist of
inportant role functions - nevertheless required a substantial portion

of time, possibly causing some stress on rore performance and job

satisfaction. Atthough perhaps not directly pertinent to the role of
school psychologists, personal time is of practical importance,

necessary to a person's physical and psychological well-being, and thus

the amount of time spent on personal activities coul.d as as a stréssor

to influence role. The school psychologists appeared to have little
time for personaJ. activlties.

Within limitations, this study does offer sone indjcation of the

unique aspects of the role of the school psychologist in canada. some

conclusions can be formed about their role bsed on the llst of daily
activities, since these acts are the buildlng blocks of the rol.e model.

school psychologists are depicted in a fairly traditional
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assessment-oriented role model. They function primarily as assessment

experts within the school system, working more independently and less

often in the multidisciplinary team setting than the U.S. educational

policy demands. Apparently, canadian school psychologists nay spend

less time in developing broad assessment practices, learning-orientd

interventions, and change agent functions than the ideal presented by

some research literature. However, the activities described by this

survey are quite similar in both content and tine to the Anerlcan study

by Lacayo et al. (1981), which used basically the same method of

obtaining the information. perhaps, when opinions and subjective

judgenents are reduced, results that depict a more realistic description

of the role of school psychologists differ somewhat from the ideal

presented by opinlon surveys and theoretical. discussion papers. The

present results suggest that Canadian school psychologists indÍcate a

broad and varied array of Job functions, but are primarily occupied with

their traditional assessment role.

Contextual Factors

Because contextual factors may be an important factor ln defining

role, the demographlc characteristics were examined thoroughly.

Although few research surveys reported detailed demographic data, the

present sample seems qulte similar with respect to variety of

specialization in training and the number of psychotogists with teacher

certification, but does seem somewhat different from other research

samples on the basis of education (others reported only 1 to 2ts Bachelor

level), rural,/urban setting, (72 to zz% rural), and administrative

position (7 to 9%) (Keogh et al,, 19Tb; Meacham & peckhan, 19?8; Evans,
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Fisher et aI., 1986)' These dÍfferences could be interpreted either as

resulting from a btased sampJ.e, or from real differences in a Canadian

population.

Individual Characteristics

Role theory suggests that characteristjcs of the individual, such

as type of education or standard of training, are contextual factors

that nay have an infruence on rore functjons. For example,

certification is a normative procedure that forces certain professional

standards on the individual. certification requirements varied from one

province to another in Canada, with some provinces requiring no special

certification for people working as school psychologists, so that only

73% of this sample (95 subjects) were certified psychologists. A fairly
substantial portion of the respondents (52%') held teacher certificates,
which would lead one to expect a cl.oser understanding and involvement in
classroom activities. AIso, since almost 74% of the respondents were

educated only to the Bachelor degree level, one would expect level of

education to have some effect on the duties undertaken by this group.

However, when unequal. size of the groups was controlled, no significant
differences couìd be found for certification, for specialization Ín

training, nor for education. Training does not seem to have as do¡ninant

an effect on role function as one might expect. However, effects could

be undetectable due to the small returns, since studies involving groups

with fer¿ observations have little por¡rer to detect differences (peckhan

et al. , 1969) .
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organizational variables, such as those which describe the status
or position of the role in the organizational hierarchy, also (according

to the literature) should have some influence on the content of that
role' However, type of job content (whether one works alone, as a

member of a group of psychorogists, or as the onry psychorogist in a

team of other professionals) seemed to have no effect on the specific
job functions, despite the fact that almost thirty-one percent of the

sample worked as the only specialist in the school division. One would

expect that administrative position might have a significant effect on

the daily activities of those school psychologists, since thirty-six
percent of the respondents were in this positioñ. The amount of time

spent on testing, consultation, and 'other' activities was significantly
affected by the disproportionately high number of administrators in the

respondent group

0rganizational properties

FinalJ.y, the physical properties of the organization apparently

forn a given determinant for role sending, by setting the environment

for roLe enactment. size and population of the school district in which

the psychologist works could affect the form and content of the role in
a qualitative as well as quantitative way, through both work load and

distrlbution in space. Also, because 3?% of the returns came from rural
school districts, rural psychoìogists appeared to form a

disproportionately high number in this sarnple. Based on the research

literature, one would expect many role activities to vary as a result of
the importance of urban-rural differences. However, type of school
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setting had an lnfluence on onìy two factors in this analysis

consultation and driving; and a third varíable, 'otherr activities,
showed significance when the rural-urban groups were combined into

larger groups. The addition of a third significant resuÌt when groups

were made Larger seens to indicate that influences on at least one of

the denographic variables were not detectable due to the rather snall

sample group' A larger sample is needed to properly assess the effects

of demographics.

Thus, some demographic variables did affect a few activities,
including driving, 'other', and consultatlon, and 1t does seem logical

that these particular activities would be affected. But why were other

activities mentioned in the literature, such as assessment, not

affected? Many of the articles that emphasized the importance of

contextual factors were discusslon papers rather than research studies

(Ysseldyke, 1978; Bardon, T}BZ; KratochwilL, 198S). Those who did

conduct actual research often used ratings and opinions, and further

increased the inaccuracy of their results by using multiple t tests and

multiple chi-square to analyze their results (Meacham & peckham, 19zg;

Evans' 1979; Hughes & clark, 1981; Fisher et al., 1986). The use of

these techniques increased the probability of obtaining chance

significant differences (Babbie, 19?3). It would seen that perhaps the

literature overemphasized the importance of contextual factors, and that

the reality is more in line with role theorists, who recently gave

contextual. factors a lessor part in role determination. However, only a

larger, more representative sample can resolve this question.

RoIe theory and the riterature review suggest that background
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variables should have some effect on the activities of school

psychologists, although those Iiterature results are somewhat

questionable and some theorists minimize the effects of individual

characteristis. Indeed, no differences could be found in the present

results when daily activities were varied as a function of factors such

as training background. However, it seems implausible that training
background would have no effect on rol.e activities, despite theoretical

argunents to the contrary. rn the present study, smalÌ or even nedium

amounts of infìuence could have been missed due to the fairly stringent

nethods used to anaJ.yze the results, combined with the relatively
smal'l sample size' In an effort to compensate for the limited returns,

we may have failed to get the maximum amount of useful information from

our data (Peckham et al., 1969). The daily activities of school

psychologists did vary as a function of a few contextual factors,

includlng administrative position, size of pupil population, and ruraL

vs urban school district, but these results may be biased. The

researcher must make judgements based on knowledge of the subject

(Eckhardt & Ermann, lg77'), and it seens logical that canada nay provide

a unique setting for school psychologists, in that many of them work in

settings in which the population is thinly and widely scattered,

resulting in more time wasted on traveL-lÍng, and fewer opportunities for

consultation. Limited by the practicar considerations of their
environment, psychologists may have responded by focusing on their major

role function - assessment. Also, a tendency toward education at the

Masters level (with quite a few having qualifications below that level),
as well as additional training in teaching, may tend to foster a more
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narro$J, child-orlented (rather than systems-oriented) approach. Thus,

this study improved on previous research by thoroughly describing and

analyzing the effects of demographic varibLes, a factor too often

neglected. However, due to the sampling problems and the ¡nethod of

statistical analysis used, the question regarding the iportance of

contextual factors to the role of the school psychologist in canada

remains unanswered.

Tra i ni ng

canadian psychologists appeared to be generally satisfied with

their university tralning (adequate or better = 69.8%), although many

useful suggestions were offered for additional courses needed. The

general consensus seems to be that the role of the school psychologist

rquires a broad background in both assessment and the various aspects of

psychology and learning, with a flexible training program that provides

opportunity for application of learning, and practica]. experience.

Training suggestions, r¡¡hich included courses dealing with practical as

well as theoretical information, tended to support the creation of an

applied educationaJ. psychology specialty. Universities and professional

development organizers could probably benefit fron the recommendations

for training. However, trainfng suggestions were extremeJ.y varied,

lacking the conviction that would have been provided by large numbers.

A larger sample is needed to provide better quarity information.

The Daily Activities questionnaire used in this survey had both

advantages and disadvantages in lts design and content. The

questlonnaire used by Lacayo et al. (199i) was improved by providing

nore fl.exibility of time categories (ls minute intervals), a thorough
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but brief llst of activities, a sampJ.e activlty form, and an opportunity

for psychologists to express their perception of how well this particular

day sampled their usual job functions. However, other improvements

could be added. First, the instructions given for the Daily Activities
portion should have included a suggestion that the respondent consult a

daily diary or log, to aid in recalling the time spent, instead of just

assuming that this would happen. Another improvement could be brief
definitions of the activities, to reduce any posstble variation in

interpretations. Also, the question on typical day could have been

missed by the respondents, due to its position immediately under the

daily activities diary. The question could be made more salient by

wider spacing and some unusual kind of type, such as capital letters,
italics, or darker print. similarly, the comments question at the end

of the questionnaire should have been separated in some physical manner

from the open-ended questions on training. Many of the comments that

were eLicited discussed training, as a response set by the earlier
questions, instead of focusing on a wide range of topics. perhaps it
wouLd have been better to replace the open-ended questions on training

with structured cholces, to avoid the selective recall and lack of

experimenter control associated with open-ended questions in malled

surveys ' Hol^Jever, the open-ended questions did offer variety of format

and response. For the most part, the questionnaire seemed to be short,

simple, and easy to read.

This study improved on recent research into the role of the school

psychologist in a number of ways. Research into the role of the

Canadian school psychologist was greatly needed to supplement Anerican
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research, to provide information about the Canadian role and how it is

unique. Describing role nodel from the perspective of time spent in

daily activities offered a less subjective image of the school

psychologist than most previous literature had provided, although this
picture was distorted by the poor returns. Despite the methodological

difficulties, this study did provide some sort of base upon which to

build future research in canada, a first step towards describing the

canadian school psychologist, by showing the present state of the role

model.. Future research could use this study as a model for determining

actual role. However, if documenting change and development is the

goal, future studies should investigate both actual role and

expectations simultaneously. Comparing actual to expectations in this

way would all.ow a rnore theoretically complete study of roìe, a method

that has not been properly attempted in the past. This study has

further added to the body of knowledge on school psychoJ.ogists in Canada

by analyzing denographics in detail, and by suggesting training needs.

Future canadian surveys should investigate demographics and their
relation to job functions, to resolve the questions raised in this

study' Flnally, better quality information is needed on training needs.

The study pointed out some of the methodological problens involved

in canadian research. The difficulty in contacting the population of

school psychologists may suggest a weakness in their organization, a

need for the stronger organizatlonaL structure that could be provided by

a national association with national standards. rn the meantime

perhaps higher returns could be accomplished by identifying a list of

psychoJ.ogists in a random sample of school divisions, then using a more
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thorough cluster sampling technique. The entire sample of psychologists

could then be randomly sampled, stratifying to ensure that every

possible school division was included, and to ensure a proportional

balance from rural and urban divlsions. Random sampling within each

division would also avoid an overabundance of administrators. However,

this would be expensive and time consuming. Alternatively, the present

survey could be followed by a nore thorough sampling of one province, to

obtain a larger research sampì.e. In order to meet any or aLl of these

reconmendations, future surveys must make every effort to ensure a large

sample.

Future researchers investigating thes psychologists' role could

benefit from the questions raised by this thesib. For example, what

effect do contextual variables have on role? Role theory suggests that

the organizational context forms a given setting lnto which the role

participant must enter, so that the setting is an important variable to

consider in studylng role. However, researchers do not agree about how

much inportance should be attributed to contextual factors. Although

all contextual factors are worthy of study, it would be particularly

interesting to find out in more detail how the canadian school

psychologist is unique from the American counterpart, and to find out

which differences can be attributed to being a school psychologist (as

opposed to a clinical psychologist), and which can be attributed to a

canadian setting. one night ask, "Idhich is more inportant as an object

of investigation: the canadlan school psychoJ.ogist or the school

psychologist in Canada?"

Another question concerns role definition in general. who defines
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the role of school psychologists, and who should have controL over the

shaping of their future destiny? Role theory gives equal importance to

all three aspects of role definitlon: the organizational context in

which an inclividual. works, the expectations of other members of the role

set, and the actual behavior of the role participant. None should be

ignored in any investigation of role. Researchers have tended to

overemphasize the investigation of expectations and negJ.ect the study of

actual behavior, yet more infornation is needed about the realities of

the field' The question of who defines the school psychologist's role

could be answered by sinply asking them directJy: "whom do you perceive

as the most influential person or factor involved in defining your role,

and why?"

Further theoretical discussions and surveys are needed to elaborate

how education and training, professional standards and associations, can

influence school psychologists in canada. school psychology appears to

be a profession still in its formative stages in Canada, so that growth

and development of the role provides a fruitful ground for future

research.
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T.llE UNIVERSIfi OF ÀfANITOBÁ
RIva BarteIl, Ph.D.
FACULTY OF EDUC]TION
Dcpartmeot of Educ¡rional Psychology

$üinnipcg, Manirobr
Gnad¡ RIT 2N.Z

April 26, 1985.

Dear SchooI Psychologlst:

Thank you for takfng tlne fron your bu6y schedule to respond to ChIs
natfonal survey on Èhe perceptfons of Ehe role and practice of school paychology
1n Canada.

I ân the coordlnator of the school psychology progratr at che Univer6lty
of Hanftoba, Wlnnlpeg, and a school psychologist nyself.

The professfon of 6chool psychology has experlenced an enomous and rapld
expansfon In recent years along wlÈh græ1ng denands to neeÈ the changlng needs
snd expectaclons of chfldren, school-s, pårents and the broader pluralfstlc
Canadfan BocleEy. As a result, the role of school pEychologfsÈs ha6 been
lncreaslngly deffned and ehaped by consuuers of these servlces-Èeacher6,
prlnclpals, studenÈs--Èhus hetghtenLng the need for the professlon to Èake
6cock and exaElne ft8 om energlng ldentLÈy.

The survey ln fronE of you aÈÈenpÈs to sysÈenatfcally exaElne Èhe
perceptions and the ectual and deslred role functfons of echool psychologlsts
across Canada. IÈ consfders the perspectlves of Bchool psychologists (serv!ce
prov!-ders) and tho6e of prlncfpals and teachers (servfce consuners). Ihfs
quesElonnalre has been Elled Èo the'school psychologlst- of boards of edu-
caclon ln Canada. In respondlng to and returnlng Èhe coEpleted quesÈlonnalEe
you ensure thât your pârtlCular experlence, clrcumsÈances snd polnt of vlew
w111 be taken lnto account ln the cooprehensive descrlptlon of practice
paÈterns, lssues and challenges for school psychologfsts 1n Canada, At the
sane tfne, you are assured coEpleÈe prlvacy a9 Èhe questlonnai.re ls Èotally
anon)mous.

The Plannlng and Research Branch of Èhe Manltoba Departoent of ECucatlon
1s supportfng thfs survey by providlng use of Èhelr mLl eervlces. However,
at all tloes I sha1l be eolely and personally responslble for the careful
handltng of the lnfomaÈfon thaÈ you wJ.ll provide. Thls infomaclon wlIl be
placed on conputer lape at the Unlverslty of Manltoba and once the accuracy
of Èhe Èape has been verffled, thts quesÈlonnalre wlll be desÈroyed. The
Ethlcs Revfew Commlttee of Èhe Faculty of Educåtlon, UnlverslÈy of Hanltoba
has glven approval to thf6 aurvey. ALL 0F THE INFoR¡1ATIoN YoU PRoVIDE lS
CoNFIDENTIAL. The results, ln the aggregate fom only, qLll be mde available
Èo professlonals and academfc researchers. I would be pleased Èo fomard to
you a aumuary report of this survey aE your request.

You wll1 noÈlce thaÈ sll the quesÈlonnalres ln this package are narked
wfÈh a nacchlng code number. Thj.s w11l pemfc collatlng of respon8es from the
same school boards. The nunbered survey package chat you have recelved was
chosen randooly and does noÈ fn any way provfde ldentlfylng lnforEâÈlon.

Feel free to change this nutrber to aone oÈher slx-dfgit number of your cholce.
If you do, please nake Èhe aaee change on all the other questlonnafres ln
thls package.

Please Èry to complete Èhfs survey as soon as posslble and mll it back
ln Èhe enclosed self-addressed, 6Èamped envelope. 1È wlll probably tâke less
than half an hour to conpleÈe.

Enclosed please f{nd teo envelopes ãddressed to "prlnclpal". Kindly
foruard these envelopes as pronptl.y as possible to Èrc prlnclpals of elemencary
schools (K-6) 1n your aêrvlce area who neet the followtng crlterla: (1) have
served as prfncfpals tn thefr respectlve schools for at least Èhree yeaEs,
and (2) çhose schools have used school psychologlcal servlces fairly regularly.

Please help Èo oake Èhe resulÈs of thfs Eurvey Èruly repre8entative of
school psychologlstE Ln Canada. Your vLew6 are lmporÈanÈ.

P1ease nall the conÞleÈed eurvev before Ug.y.30, 1985 lf po6stble.

Thank you again for taklng the tlEe Èo conplete and return Èhls survey.
You w111 have helped considerably.

Sfncere ly,

Rlva Bsrtell, Ph.D.,
Aßsocfate Professor 6 Coordlnator of
School Psychology Progran.



SCHOOL PSYCHOLOGIST QUESTIONNAIRE

I. Background Characteristics

The following information is for statistical purposes only. Responses
will be combined with others to provide group statistics only.

Please check ( ) the appropriate response(s) for each question.

1. Age: under 25 26-35 36-45 46-55 S6-6b+

2. Gender: Male Fenale

3. Your current job title:

4. Years of employment experience as a school psychologist:

5, What is your highest earned degree:

B.A./B.Sc._ B. Ed._ M.A./M.Sc. M. Ed. Ph.D. Ed. D.

0ther (specify):

6. Area(s) of specialization in your training:

Special education_ school psychoJ.ogy_ School administration_

cLinical psychology_ counseling & guidance_ Development psychology

Other (specify):

7. Certification or licenses you hold:

Teacher_ Psychologist_ School Psychologist Counsellor

Other (specify):

8. .Approximate number of students enrolled Ín your school district:

9. I{hich of the following best describes the type of school setting in
which you are employed:

Rural Small town Suburban Urban

10. In your service area, do you work: Alone_

With a team of psychologists_ With a team of other professionals_
(eg. social worker, speech pathologist, etc. )

11. Do you currently hold an administrative position? yes No

Please speclfy:

72. How nany school psychologists are employed in your school division?
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Dailv Activities: The purpose of this section is to obtain a "fee]', for
a "day in the Life of a school psychologist.,,

Please descrlbe your job activitles for yesterday (or your last
working day). Provided below are response spaces divided into 15 minute
intervals. An "Activity List" containing 16 possÍble activitjes of school
psychologlsts and a sample "DaiIy Activitles" sheet are provided below.

Tlme Spent on each Activity in One Day:
8:00 am -
8:15
8 :30
8 :45
9 :00
9: 15
9: 3O

9:45
10 :00
10: 15
1O:30
1O:45
11:00
11:15
11:30
11 :45
12:00
12:15
12:30
12:45

- 1r00
- 1:15
- 1:30
- 1:45
- 2:00
- 2:15
- 2:30
- 2:45
- 3:00
- 3:15
- 3:30
- 3:45
- 4:00
- 4:15
- 4:30
- 4:45
- 5:00
- 5:15
- 5:30
- 5:45

pm-

Was this a typical day?_If not, explaln.

2.

Activity List:
1. Assessment - test administration

Assessment - scoring, writing
reports

Assessment - observation (ln
classroom, home, etc; of a
student or instructlon)

Consultation - r¡1th teachers,
school staff (individual or
neetings )

Consultatlon - with other
specialists

Consuitation - with parents

Classroom interventlon - dlrect
teaching, classroom managenent
denonstratlon, etc.

Counseling individual students

9. Group counsellng

10. Research

11. Program development

72. Conducting in-services, workshops

13. Attending workshop, in-service

74. Drlving from one educational
facility to another

15. Lunch, coffee, personal time

16. Other

4-

5.

rt-
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(Sample Activity Form)

Tine Spent on each Activity 1n One Day:

8: O0 am

8:15
8 :30
8 :45
9: 00
9: 15
9:30
9 :45
10:00
10:15
10:30
1O:45
11:00
11:15
11:30
11:45
12:00
12:15
12:30
\2:45

- 1:00
- 1:15
- 1r30
- 1:45
- 2:O0
- 2:15
- 2:30
- 2:45
- 3:00
- 3:15

pm-

IV. Please respond to the following guestions:

1. How adequately did your training prepare you for your current job
functions? Circle the ¡nost approproate number.

Not Very adequately

2. What was the ¡nost useful part of your training?

-l - b:oo
-l !,r-*.Å, -5:15
-\ - 5:30
-t - 5:4b

3. hlhat area(s) was glven insufficient emphasls?

4. Comnents


